Designing Selection Screen

Some of the times I felt difficult to design a selection screen, with put a mark of impression on the user...

This small piece of code can be of great help to design and understand the selection screen as per the requirement.

Just paste the code in SE38 & check for output.

Error rendering macro 'code': Invalid value specified for parameter 'lang'

REPORT YKC_SELECTION_SCREEN_DESIGN.
TABLES: TRDIR,TSTC.
*----------------*
*Selection Screen
*---------------*
SELECTION-SCREEN SKIP.
SELECTION-SCREEN BEGIN OF BLOCK SELECTION WITH FRAME TITLE A1TITLE.
SELECTION-SCREEN BEGIN OF LINE.
SELECTION-SCREEN COMMENT (32) AILINE1 FOR FIELD P_DATEF.
PARAMETERS : P_DATEF LIKE SY-DATUM DEFAULT SPACE OBLIGATORY.
SELECTION-SCREEN END OF LINE.
SELECTION-SCREEN BEGIN OF LINE.
SELECTION-SCREEN COMMENT (32) AILINE2 FOR FIELD P_DATET.
PARAMETERS : P_DATET LIKE SY-DATUM DEFAULT SY-DATUM OBLIGATORY.
SELECTION-SCREEN END OF LINE.
SELECTION-SCREEN SKIP.
SELECTION-SCREEN BEGIN OF BLOCK B1 WITH FRAME TITLE B1TITLE.
SELECTION-SCREEN BEGIN OF LINE.
SELECTION-SCREEN COMMENT (30) BILINE1 FOR FIELD P_SUMM.
PARAMETERS : P_SUMM RADIOBUTTON GROUP RAD1.
SELECTION-SCREEN END OF LINE.
SELECTION-SCREEN BEGIN OF LINE.
SELECTION-SCREEN COMMENT (30) BILINE2 FOR FIELD P_DETL.
PARAMETERS : P_DETL RADIOBUTTON GROUP RAD1.
SELECTION-SCREEN END OF LINE.
SELECTION-SCREEN BEGIN OF BLOCK OPTION WITH FRAME TITLE C1TITLE.
SELECTION-SCREEN BEGIN OF LINE.
SELECTION-SCREEN COMMENT (28) C1LINE1 FOR FIELD P_PROG.
PARAMETERS P_PROG RADIOBUTTON GROUP RAD2.
SELECTION-SCREEN END OF LINE.
SELECTION-SCREEN BEGIN OF LINE.
SELECTION-SCREEN COMMENT (28) C1LINE2 FOR FIELD P_TRAN.
PARAMETERS P_TRAN RADIOBUTTON GROUP RAD2.
SELECTION-SCREEN END OF BLOCK OPTION.
SELECTION-SCREEN END OF BLOCK SELECTION.
INITIALIZATION.
PERFORM SELECTION_SCREEN_TEXT.
*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*
*&      Form  selection_screen_text
*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*
FORM SELECTION_SCREEN_TEXT.
A1TITLE = 'Enter Dates for Analysis'.
AILINE1 = 'Analysis Start Date?'.
AILINE2 = 'Analysis End Date?'.
BITITLE = 'Summary or Detail Report'.
BILINE1 = 'Summary Report'.
BILINE2 = 'Detail Report'.
CITITLE = 'Analyze Programs or Transactions'.
CILINE1 = 'Usage of Standard Programs'.
CILINE2 = 'Usage of Standard Transactions'.
DITITLE = 'Optional: Enter Standard Transaction Codes and Programs for Analysis'.
EITITLE = 'RFC Destination'.
ENDFORM.
* selection_screen_text